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Gambler Shiba ($GSHIBA) is proud to announce the world's first perfect gambling
token to give fair rewards to holders based on their commitment to GSHIBA. The
tokenomics are designed to perpetuate growth and rewards for token holders who buy
and hold $GSHIBA. Also, GSHIBA is the world first protocol to give benefits to users
based on ETH amount, not only token amount.

How do the tokenomics work?

We cut a 12% fee from every transaction - 4% for development, 4% for marketing, and
4% for gambling rewards. Holders are split into 4 tiers:

Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Bronze. 

4% gambling tax goes to 4 winners every time - 1.6% to a platinum winner, 1.2% to a
gold winner, 0.8% to a silver winner, and 0.4% to a bronze winner. The gambling
rewards are distributed to the winners in every sell transactions, and winners are
changes once the rewards distributed. 

Everybody can check all the winners on the dashboard. 

https://app.gamblershiba.finance/en/dashboard
We have a unique algorithm which splits the users into tiers. We evaluate the tier of
every user based on their purchased ETH amount and GSHIBA holdings. Every holder
has their weights which are calculated with the following algorithm: 


Your weight = Purchased ETH Amount * 10^10 + GSHIBA 		
Balance 

Tier is calculated by the weight: 

Platinum = Weight >= 20B : 20B Weight equals to 2ETH or 		
20B GSHIBA tokens. Gold = Weight >= 10B : 10B Weight 		
equals to 1ETH or 10B GSHIBA tokens. 

Silver = Weight >= 5B : 5B Weight equals to 0.5ETH or 5B 		
GSHIBA tokens. 

Bronze = Weight >= 0 

Example: If you bought 1ETH and you have 10B GSHIBA tokens, then your weight is
20B, and you're a platinum user. If you bought 0.7ETH and you have 4B GSHIBA
tokens, then your weight is 11B, and you're a gold user. 

This way, the users who buy at the high price get benefit while the top holders get
benefit as well. If you sell or transfer your GSHIBA to another wallet, then you're not
eligible for the gambling rewards. But as soon as you buy again, then you'll be eligible
for the gambling rewards. 

[DEVELOPER QUOTE]

Gokhshtein Media asked head developer of GSHIBA, “Why are the tokenomics so
important for Gamber Shiba, and what are the most important parts of the roadmap
does the future hold for GSHIBA?”

@deficrypt0 commented: “Gambler Shiba is a gambling token so we choose the
winners randomly inside the token contract itself. Tokenomics are very important
because winners and the rewards are chosen and calculated
based on the tokenomics. GSHIBA is a 100% decentralized,
transparent and fair gambling system due to its well-designed
tokenomics. What is upcoming includes, permanent ETH
gambling rewards, several gambling dApps where you'll play at
with GSHIBA token and a decentralized betting platform where
GSHIBA token will be used as a governance token.

For those who want to stay connected with the GSHIBA community, please join on
Twitter and Telegram with the links provided here below.


GSHIBA Contract: https://etherscan.io/token/
0xb892249939adbf6d7851864ca9a5c7d2d537af97 

Website: https://gamblershiba.finance 

Coinmarketcap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/gambler-shiba/
CoinGecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/gambler-shiba
Twitter: https://twitter.com/GamblerShiba

TG Announcement: t.me/gshiba_announcements 

TG Global: t.me/gshiba_official 

TG JP: t.me/gshiba_jp 

TG ZH: t.me/gshiba_zh 

TG RM: t.me/gshiba_rm 

TG SP: t.me/gshiba_sp 

TG CZ: https://t.me/gshiba_cz 

UNCBOT Price Channel: t.me/uncbot_GSHIBA 

Dextools: https://www.dextools.io/app/uniswap/pair-explorer/
0x38b81d939fe237e03eceb655c5a212c082bf09b0 


